
ANALYSING AND ARTIST

It combines advice from art analysis textbooks as well as from high school art teachers who have first-hand experience
teaching these concepts.

Is it realistic? Judgment: Based on the criteria and evidence, what is my judgment about the quality of the
artwork? You should allow time to view the work you plan to write about and take notes. What is going on in
the picture" What do you think the artist is trying to say in this artwork? The scene is also disturbing because
the adults are not helping the innocent and crying child. You MUST give reason. Do this in as much detail as
possible and use art terms. Imagine you are describing it to a blind person. Dark tones would develop the
feeling of fear and loneliness in this image. Are some parts of the composition full of shapes and some parts
empty, or are the shapes spread evenly across the artwork? Evidence: What evidence inside or outside the
artwork relates to each criterion? Some of these sources also give a lot of information about writing a research
paper in art history, that is, a paper more ambitious in scope than a formal analysis. Objects, figures, colors,
shapes, objects, background, etc. Does the artwork have a narrative tell a story? In this section, discuss how
and why the key elements and principles of art used by the artist create meaning. Use aesthetic theories to help
evaluate Is it a good artwork? What is the center of interest in the composition? Stokstad and M. How does the
artist draw your attention to it? Any statements you make about the work should be based on the analysis in
Part III above. Always italicize or underline titles of works of art. Remember that any information you use
from another source, whether it be your textbook, a wall panel, a museum catalogue, a dictionary of art, the
internet, must be documented with a footnote. Based upon what you have observed already, give your opinion
of the artwork. Is there a mixture of different types of shapes or are all the shapes similar? Allow time to
proofread your paper. Instead, they are taking advantage of her situation and documenting it for their own
benefit. The artist used jagged lines to create the disorder and destruction surrounding the little girl. Therefore,
this artwork successfully achieves and meets the criteria for the aesthetic theory of instrumentalism. The
destruction surrounding the child, blood on her face, and her facial expression tells us that it is a sad and
uncomfortable environment. Analysis of the principles of design or composition, e. Use the present tense in
describing works of art. If the title is long, you must use the full title the first time you mention it, but may
shorten the title for subsequent listings. Is it a religious artwork? Evidence: What evidence inside or outside
the artwork supports your interpretation? Criteria: What criteria do I think are most appropriate for judging the
artwork?


